[somber and deep atmospheric tone resonates softly]
Video opens with a shot of a plain white screen.
[low background chatter of undistinguishable overlapping voices]
Texts of different sizes and fonts begin to populate on screen as though being typed on a
computer keyboard. The words align onscreen to make up facts and statistics, but they
begin to disappear as soon as they appear, as though being deleted by the backspace
key on a computer keyboard.
A statistic emerges on the white screen.
Young dark-haired female: (reading) Sexual violence on campus affects over 11% of the
overall student population.
A thin dark slanted line extends into frame, cutting off part of the statistic text.
[slow, higher piano notes come through atmospheric music]
Cut to a close-up studio shot of a young, dark-haired female speaking.
Young dark-haired female: It’s time to ALIGN our priorities.
Cut to a plain white screen where the words fade in while being read aloud by a deep
voice.
Older professor-type man: (reading) 73% of LGBTQ college students experience some sort of
sexual violence on campus.
[piano notes continue]
A thin dark slanted line extends into frame, cutting off part of the statistic text once
again.
Screen cuts to a close-up studio shot of the older professor-type man wearing glasses
speaking.
Older professor-type man: It’s time to ALIGN our responsibilities.
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Cut back to the plain white screen where more words appear.
Young dark-haired man: (reading) Most college students agree that they can do something
about sexual violence on campus yet they do not get involved.
Again, a dark slanted line extends into the frame, cutting off part of the statistic.
Cut to a close-up studio shot of the younger, dark-haired male, presumably a student,
speaking.
[piano continues]
Young dark-haired man: It’s time to ALIGN our efforts.
Another fact fades in on the plain white screen as a new female voice reads.
Young woman 2: (reading) 1 in 5 undergraduate females experiences campus sexual
violence.
Once again, the dark slanted line cuts off the text on screen as the woman’s voice
finishes reading the statistic.
[slow piano notes return]
Cut to a close-up studio shot of the young woman, with her hair tucked behind her ear
speaking.
Young woman 2: It’s time to ALIGN our response.
Cut to the white screen again, another statistic fades in.
Older, parent-type male with greying hair: (reading) 80% of sexual violence is committed
by someone the victim knows such as an acquaintance, a friend or a peer.
Slanted line appears, cutting off part of the text once more.
[piano notes hasten slightly over atmospheric tone]
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Cuts to a close-up shot of the older, parent-type male with greying hair speaking.
Older, parent-type male with greying hair: It’s time to ALIGN our communities.
Screen cuts back to white.
[piano notes finally resolve]
The words “It’s time to …” fade in and then out, and in big, bold, capitalized letters, the
word “ALIGN” appears, shuffling in one letter at a time, with dark slanted line cutting off
the lower portion of the ‘N’ and extending slightly while a URL and note that reads
“Please see www.ohiohighered.org/ccc for citations which correspond to factual data
found within this video” emerge.
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